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Wing in theatres to 
make prompt changes

Daminozide spray
medium is a cause
for concern

First part of a process

separating a donor’s

blood into constituent

parts

Saul’s target: mother’s
to leave cell

Benefit from starting
work late

War dance held by 
forces charity resulted 
in a punch-up

Writer’s taken home
spice used in Middle
Eastern cuisine

Auditioned some of
those who play a part
in Indian society

Nobody’s opposite
the Lady of  Rivendell
to begin with

Feature coverage for
a group of stores

Designer introducing
a light brown shade

Snake with grey rather

than black head

Girl who came out to
join German company
to perpetrate school
rip-off

When the cold sets in
the café centre’s 
warmer with the lift
removed 

Setting out towards 
the end of  the month
a great northern diver
half  drowned 

Unfaithful female 
embraced Lorraine’s
companion before 
food was cleared away

Pinching a 
glass-blower’s 

bottom’s a faux pas Pen snout

Such greasy dirt is no
good in a stringed
instrument

The law before the

turn of the century

Playful canine tailing
king and yours truly

Ounce frequenting
Italian gardens

Briefly 
refer to a chap who’s 
honest-sounding

Wrangler’s charge
could involve a good 
few bucks

Awfully shy
record-holding
hummingbird

Chinese boxes badly,
taking off  worn shoes
in what looks like a
capital rigged victory

Primitive carved
statues for a Dr Who
villain and his double 
perhaps
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This puzzle has been updated. Clues now have directions.
Three italicized clues refer  to meaningless segments 
- ie arbitrary parts of  a longer word - and have no meaning.
There is an association between the answers to two of the clues 
and a snake, first sighted 300 years ago. Highlight the solutions 
concerned in the grid.
New video feature I issue provides additional help for those on their own.
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